Preservation of second formant transitions during simultaneous communication: a locus equation perspective.
This study investigated the preservation of second formant transition acoustic cues to intelligibility in speech produced during simultaneous communication (SC) from a locus equation perspective. Twelve normal hearing, experienced sign language users were recorded under SC and speech alone (SA) conditions speaking a set of sentences containing monosyllabic words designed for measurement of second formant frequencies in consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) syllables. Linear regression fits made to coordinates representing second formant transition onset and offset frequencies following stop consonant release of CVC syllables (locus equations) were used to examine place of articulation cues in both SA and SC conditions. Although results indicated longer sentence durations for SC than SA, locus equation slopes and intercepts obtained from speech produced during SC were virtually identical to those obtained during SA, indicating no degradation of stop consonant acoustic cues during SC. This conclusion is consistent with previous research indicating that temporal alterations produced by SC do not involve violations of other rules of spoken English. As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to (1) describe SC; (2) explain the role of SC in communication with children who are deaf; (3) describe second formant transitions in English speech; and (4) identify second formant transition patterns in speech produced during SC.